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Claimed to be the most advanced and quickest top performance sled on the snow, the SRX
continues to lead the way both in acceleration and in customer satisfaction. What else would
you expect from a motor company which has changed the rules and turned heads in every other
motorsports segment they're involved in? Yamaha Motor Corporation has lead the charge in
off-road motorcycle technology with their new breed of four-stroke dirt bikes. Yamaha is laying
down more ponies to the pavement than ever with their R1 and R6 race bred sportbikes and
Yamaha has one of the most diverse and exciting ATV model lineups in the industry, including
the high performance Raptor sport ATV. Injecting this forward thinking and industry leading
technology into their snowmobile division, Yamaha has developed a leading top performance
sled with the SRX and for , the technology continues to push the envelope. This is a dedicated
full-on performance snowmobile that blends top performance, trail manners and sharp handling
into a tight package. Potent Engine It all starts with a compact and formidable triple cylinder
powerplant, which features electronic controlled exhaust valves, 3-dimensional ignition, rare
earth magneto, liquid heated flatslide carbs, and new for , an automatic Detonation Control
System DCS. From first squeeze through wide-open throttle, the SRX delivers a power hit with
seamless pull. In fact, the SRX slammed out of the gates at the American Snowmobiler Old
Forge Shootout last winter, and was proudly proclaimed the quickest box-stock snowmobile
ever in the history of the competition, regardless of displacement. Industry First: The new DCS
keeps this unrelenting performance in check by monitoring the combustion process and
moving into a fail-safe ignition retard zone when the potential for power robbing engine
detonation is present. Go ahead, let the SRX engine scream the performance note it was
intended and leave the worries of bad fuel and irregular jetting to advanced Yamaha technology.
Pro-Action Suspension But all that power doesn't mean anything if you're merely hanging on for
holy Hannah. Here's where the backbone of the SRX breed comes to the party. Based on the
ProAction system chassis and suspension, the rigid and corner carving traits are tailored to the
SRX power surge to deliver razor sharp handling, aggressive yet controllable weight transfer
and an excellent ride quality. Extras include a watt magneto to power the projector style
headlamps and infinitely adjustable hand and thumb warmer controls. At the other side of the
bar is a hydraulic brake system delivering one finger pull stops with a progressive feel.
Performance The American Snowmobiler Shoot-Out results and numerous grass drag victories
prove that the SRX can beat the competition's cc sleds. Triple-cylinder engine with
industry-leading self-cleaning electronic power valves maintains strong engine performance.
Exclusive CNC-machined exhaust ports deliver consistently high performance. Exclusive
liquid-heated carburetors maintain excellent throttle response and fuel economy. Exclusive
degree indexed spark timing provides stronger spark and more consistent performance.
Exclusive W D. CDI with throttle position sensor and 3D-ignition system provides strong
low-end power and excellent throttle response. Handling Lightweight, rigid ProAction System
Chassis has up to twice the torsional rigidity of competitive designs to provide razor-sharp
handling. ProAction SRX rear suspension with aggressive control rod location and calibration
provides excellent weight transfer and acceleration. The hydraulic brake system requires just
one-finger effort and provides a progressive feel. Exclusive inner-ventilated brake rotor
provides superior cooling. Premium, rebuildable, aluminum-body KYB gas shocks provide
class-leading ride quality. Standard tunnel protectors and front heat exchanger guard allows for
easier after-market track studding. Separate temperature controls for handgrip and thumb
warmers offer 10 settings each for greater comfort. Dual headlight design and high output W
magneto system provides excellent nighttime visibility. Exclusive mechanical parking brake for
peace of mind when trailering. Exclusive adjustable brake lever for a custom fit. New seat
design for weight reduction, increased luggage space, and illuminated luggage compartment.
Large capacity, 3. New oil fill opening area is more than two-times larger! In fact, the only
difference between the two happens to be simply a matter of convenience. Whereas both
SXViper models feature a new-design low-friction recoil starting system, the beauty you see
here - the all-new SXViper ER - also comes equipped with electric start and reverse to add a
dash more versatility to your mogul-pounding fun. Otherwise, all the same state-of-the-art
goodies abound, starting right under that ever-so-sexy bodywork. Arguably the industry's
mightiest-ever cc single-pipe engine, with industry-leading self-cleaning, electronic power
exhaust valves, industry exclusive forced air induction, watt digital CDI ignition and an all-new,
aggressive clutch weight design that boosts already lightning-quick acceleration. And then, of
course, there's the revolutionary, ultra-lightweight ProAction System chassis. Specially
designed, long-travel suspension with an aggressive, lightweight track. An all-new forged
aluminum steering arm, lightweight plastic skis and the sleekest, sexiest bodywork ever. Proof
that this beast's beauty is far more than skin deep. Yamaha SX R Performance Ever since the
exciting SX R triple burst onto the scene, it's been the benchmark by which all other mid-size

trail performers are measured. If you want to tame the trails and unpredictable wind swept
ditch-lines, no other chassis is engineered with the rigidity and strength of the Yamaha SX
platform. Precision Engineering It all starts with a diecast aluminum bulkhead, which delivers
optimum performance through the precise locations of key suspension and engine mounting
points and a rock solid chassis. From there, aluminum rails and cradle supports create the
infrastructure of a snowmobile built to hammer through the whoops with uncanny pitch control
an d carve up the white stuff with razor precision. Coupled with feather-light and responsive
steering, the SX R is one of the most responsive sleds Advanced Engine Go ahead, grab some
hammer. The reliable and smooth rhythms of the triple mill will have you believing you have a
direct link to a psychic hotline. A sophisticated ignition, which takes its cues from a host of
engine dynamics including throttle position sensors, fires a charge which is overstuffed into the
combustion chambers with such high flow techno items as reed stuffers, flatslide carbs and
scavenging port designs. Power hits now, pulls hard and doesn't let up until the competition is
nothing more than jiggling glow in your snow dust. Extras A new dual headlight, powered by a
watt ignition is new for and pierces the night with the industry's brightest beam ever. More than
just an eye squint, the new beam is longer and wider, so you can keep your focus on the trail.
The addition of independent heaters is also on tap, giving riders the ultimate in comfort control
as they experience the ultimate in bump control. New Features Dual headlight design and higher
output magneto W provide excellent nighttime visibility Exclusive degree indexed spark timing
provides stronger spark and more consistent performance than the competition Separate
temperature controls for handgrip and thumb warmers offer 10 settings each for more comfort
More comfortable, softer handlebar grip design gives greater driver comfort while providing
excellent durability Self-diagnostic feature eases maintenance by tracking several different
functions. Engine Performance Lightweight triple-cylinder engines have some advantages over
twins: superior throttle response, broader powerband, improved fuel economy, smoother
operation and better durability. Case-reed valve induction system and flat-slide carburetors
optimize engine performance and throttle response. Industry-leading liquid heated carburetors
maintain excellent fuel economy. Handling Lightweight, rigid ProAction System Chassis has up
to twice the torsional rigidity of competitive designs to provide precise handling. ProAction
SX-R long-travel rear suspension features rebuildable, aluminum-body KYB gas shocks and
multi-rate springs to provide class leading "big bump handling" for aggressive riders. A fine
hydraulic brake system requires just one-finger effort and provides a progressive feel. Large
diameter speedometer and tachometer are easy to read. Large capacity fuel and oil tanks extend
time between fill-ups. Wide handlebars reduce steering effort and increases machine response
to rider input. Footrest angle allows greater rider movement and increases machine response to
rider input. The deep blue VMax ER and ER tickle that little gland just right--one ride is all it
takes to discover excitement on the trails that seems to last forever. Trail Performance Yamaha
calls it Trail Performance, a certain breed of snowmobile which blends elements of
performance, handling, comfort and dependability into a machine that bristles with technology
at levels of fit and finish only Yamaha can achieve. At the heart of each VMax lies a chassis
designed with one thing in mind, performance. Based on the same cast bulkhead and ultra rigid
frame rail design found supporting Yamaha's trail performance breed, the ProAction chassis
lays the ground work for a long travel ProAction Plus suspension in tandem with Wrapped
around this fully coupled rail is a new Camoplast Predator track, which features a closed hole
design for less weight and sure footed 1-inch cone-shaped lugs for performance and
predictability. But chassis rigidity is only half the equation. Yamaha's ProAction design soaks
up the big hits and ignores stutter bumps. High-tech engineering means the VMax sleds are
light and tight, so at the end of a long day, you won't be tired out. Under the Vmax's dark blue
metallic cowl lurks our legendary triple cylinder powerplant. Smooth, linear power, uncanny
reliability and fuel mileage to brag about, are all part of the Yamaha triple legacy. Whether you
choose the or , both feature goodies like heated carburetors and degree ignition timing. Comfort
Coupled with all this performance are creature comforts and amenities that can't be ignored.
Standard electric start, reverse and mirrors are just the beginning. A wind cheating windscreen
and new for longer and softer handgrips along with independent thumb and grip controls,
combine to buffer the rider against the elements. Slicing through the dead of night, is the
brightest twin beam headlamp in the industry-which this year finds its way aboard the as well as
the No longer does the fun have to stop just because the sun does. New Features. Camoplast
Predator 1. Plastic skis for outstanding handling and performance. One of the best hydraulic
brake system in snowmobiling requires just one-finger effort and provides a progressive feel.
Exclusive single-point, Easy-Adjust rear suspension allows the rider to quickly adjust both
effective shock damping and spring rates to suit their riding style. Gas cell shock absorber
calibration deliver excellent riding comfort. Large fuel and oil tank capacity for longer range.

Standard convenience features include electric start, reverse and dual mirrors. Electric fuel
gauge included as standard equipment. All Rights Reserved. Yamaha Motorsports-Ne two rk.
Total Motorcycle is constantly on the look out for new and beyond motorcycle model
information, industry rumors and spy shots. As we hear, conduct interviews and find the latest
information we will post it here for you to read, share and enjoy. Total Motorcycle Community
Forums. Massive Motorcycle Specifications Handbook Upload and share your motorcycle pics
and photos today! You must be logged in to post a comment. News Ticker. Great looking, big
and glossy photos! Less reading, more looking! Harley Davidson. About Michael Le Pard
Articles. Owner and Founder of Total Motorcycle. Supporting over Motorcyclists and
Motorcycling for 21 great years. Total Motorcycle is my pride and joy and being able to reach
out million people has been incredible but I could not have done it without the support of my
visitors, readers and members, thank you so much! You are making a difference to millions of
riders worldwide. Thank you. Next Buell Blast. Be the first to comment Leave a Reply Cancel
reply You must be logged in to post a comment. Make Yamaha. Model TTR Thank you for
shopping with Surdyke Yamaha. We have been in business for over 40 years and have serviced
and sold more power sports customers than any dealer in the Midwest. Here at Surdyke Yamaha
'You ride on our reputation' is not only our company slogan but the foundation we hold strong
to. Whether on the water, the road or the dirt. Our Surdyke Family is the 1 Yamaha dealer in the
mid-west not because we make customers but because we make friends!! Naturally we do not
collect sales tax. We gladly accept trade-ins or will purchase your unit outright. Financing is
available with approved credit. Prices are subject to change. While we strive to provide correct
and up to date information in all of our listings, factory photos and online specs are often used
in our listings and occasional errors do occur. We encourage you to view and demo your unit in
person before purchasing. Be sure to mention that you saw it on THIS website to get the lowest
possible pricing! Model Ttr Bike is all stock lightly ridden,runs shifts as it should,some
scratches, but overall very clean bike for a15 year old bike no disappointments here,bike is for
sale locally ,reserve right to end bidding at any time,please no low ballers ,any questions call
me Lou. Model Raider. It truly is the ultimate marriage of styling and total performance. Model
TTR Here is a Yamaha TT-R This bike is perfect for beginners! This bike has a 4-stroke, air
cooled engine and a 5 speed manual clutch. Call or text us today at Model TT. Runs great, ready
to ride, good condition makes a great bike for beginer riders. If you have any questions call In
excellent condition!! Front Wheel. Complete with brake rotor and axle. Straight, no bends or
breaks! Non BBR extra stiff rear shock spring. Bark busters, And handlebar risers. Bike runs
great and sounds great. Not used for racing. Winterized properly. Call Dave V. Model Tt-R L.
Gently used one owner. Adult female rider. Rarely ridden. All original everything. Model Wrf.
Both in good running condition. Only issue with WR is the left rear blinker is broke but still
working. Fort Rice, ND. Waterford, MI. Ravenscroft, TN. South Kingstown, RI. Eau Gallie, FL. Dix
Hills, NY. Alamo, CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Motorcycles for Sale Yamaha Ttr
Year Make Yamaha Model Ttr Year Make Yamaha Model Raider. Category - Engine Posted Over
1 Month. Year - Make - Model -. Category - Engine - Posted Over 1 Month. Year Make Yamaha
Model Wrf. Prev 1 2 Next. Make Yamaha ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply Filters Clear Search.
Daily Weekly No Emails. Submit Cancel. Forums New posts Search forums. What's new New
posts New media New resources Latest activity. Media New media New comments Search
media. Resources Latest reviews Search resource
ford expedition stereo
1998 toyota 4runner wiring diagram
plug wiring diagram for truck
s. Members Current visitors. Log in Register. Search titles only. Search Advanced searchâ€¦.
New posts. Search forums. Log in. Install the app. For a better experience, please enable
JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. You are using an out of date browser. It may not
display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade or use an alternative browser.
Yamaha HP 2-stroke life expectancy. Thread starter Gyrene Start date Jul 11, Gyrene Petty
Officer 1st Class. Joined Mar 28, Messages Other than plugs, what would repair items be? It has
oil and fuel injection. Joined Sep 7, Messages 7, Gyrene said:. Last edited: Jul 12, Joined Apr
16, Messages 6, You may need to get a shop manual for your motor and read some A BIG key to
a 2 stroke longevity and dependability is good, clean, fresh gas. Learn it and take care of it and
it'll run for years Joined May 24, Messages 45, It's a , as in the thread title - can you get old
owner's manuals? You must log in or register to reply here.

